Non-invasive assessment of liver fibrosis using acoustic structure quantification: comparison with transient elastography in chronic viral hepatitis.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the diagnostic efficacy of acoustic structure quantification (ASQ) parameters [mode, average, and focal distribution (FD) ratio] in the staging of hepatic fibrosis in patients with chronic viral hepatitis and to compare it with transient elastography (TE) by using liver biopsy as reference standard. We studied 62 patients with chronic viral hepatitis. Each patient underwent ASQ evaluation and liver biopsy; 54 of these patients received TE. Thirty-six participants without any liver disease were enrolled as normal group, who also underwent ASQ evaluation and TE. All three parameters of ASQ were compared with the histologic fibrosis grade according to the METAVIR scoring (F0-F4). Statistical analysis was performed to investigate the correlations and the diagnostic values of ASQ parameters and compare them to TE. All three ASQ parameters and TE were significantly correlated with liver fibrosis stage. Of the ASQ parameters, the mode parameter showed the best correlation (P < 0.001). On the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC), the mode parameter of ASQ analysis showed both significant correlation and good accuracy for diagnosis of F ≥ 1, F ≥ 2, and F ≥ 3. These values were significantly better than those of the average and FD ratio parameters in F ≥ 1 and F ≥ 2 (P < 0.05). There was no statistically significant difference in AUROC between the mode parameter and TE in diagnosis of F ≥ 1, F ≥ 2, or F ≥ 3. The mode parameter is the most reliable ASQ parameter, comparable to TE, as a non-invasive method for the detection and grading of liver fibrosis in patients with chronic viral hepatitis.